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EDITORIAL COMMENT…..HOW TO LOOSE WEIGHT PAINLESSLY.
Well the warning did go out in previous issues about a reduced size of Mercury. I am only sorry that
much of your favourite reading material has had to be omitted from the New Look edition, however,
the reproduction of Mercury has involved the Reproduction Centre of the School of Signals in a great
deal of extra work and this factor, coupled with the cost of sending out each issue, has made this step
necessary. No need to feel glum however, only the quantity has been reduced, not I hope, the quality.
I intend to leave the main items such as Technical Topics, a reduced welcome section, the awards
information from our man at the Mecca (Catterick to the uninitiated), the Contests Manager, Station
Manager and Treasurer's pages together with the usual sections dealing with the general items of
interest to RSARS members only. The Other Awards section will be omitted, as will other Hobbies
and Snippits sections. In general, I hope to keep the editions down to about 25 to 30 pages and this,
together with a better organised system of collating the 30,000 sheets of paper used to make up each
issue, will result, I hope, in as good a Journal as you will get anywhere for the price.
On to happier topics....like money. The Society has been given a (Tax Free) grant of some £50, to be
spent on improvements to the Headquarter Station equipments, I anticipate that all of this sum will be
spent on test gear for the workshop side of the Club. As we all know accurate and reliable test
equipment is as essential to an operator as his rig, be it homebrew or commercial. Visitors to the club
will be encouraged to use the equipment we have here and to use the test equipment on projects of
their own. The comprehensive library at the club station is also for use by all RSARS members,
however the cost of sending a particular book or reference sheet to members, must be borne by them
and a limited loan period imposed.
Happenings at the HQ include the arrival of Bill Graham, who is known elsewhere as G3KPQ, but
here is in the exalted position of GENERAL SECRETARY to the Royal Signals Amateur Radio
Society. Bill has taken over the post from myself and with the assistance of the remainder of
Committee here, will, I am sure, get his feet quickly under the table and lead us all to great things in
1971.
It is ten years since the idea of forming a Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society was first put to a
few dedicated members of our Corps at Catterick. The first ever "Mercury" consisted of 9 pages of
general information about the society a was distributed to all the 22 members of the RSARS. This
figure included the five operators of the then HQ station G3CIO, based at Catterick. Under the
heading of "THE FUTURE", the hopes and dreams of the Society Officers were expressed in such a
way, that even now, ten years later, I feel that their words must still apply to all our members.
"Our Society is very new and must learn to walk before it can run. Other famous Amateur
Radio Societies have taken a long time to get going, so don't expect miracles overnight.
Your officers are constantly aware of their responsibilities and will do everything possible
for you. Even in 1961 letters still take up to a week to reach their world-wide destinations.
The future if this Society is in your hands for the life-blood of it is the members themselves
whose vital support we need. More members mean that the Society has bigger funds to help
you. Finally, what could be better than that our Corps should succeed in running and
operating a first-class Society that could well be a model for an Army Amateur Radio
Society."
I can only hope that we have managed to make this Society all that it was thought it should one day
be. If we have, I am sure that Amateur Radio throughout the world has benefitted by the interest
shown by 22 Radio Amateurs, just 10 years ago.
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MERCURY MAILBAG.
A SELECTION OF THE MORE INTERESTING BITS AND PIECES TAKEN FROM LETTERS
RECEIVED HERE AT THE SECRETARIAL DESK, SINCE THE LAST EDITION WAS PUT
OUT. ALL LETTERS ARE INTERESTING AND DESERVE A MENTION, HOWEVER, DO NOT
FEEL MISSED OUT IF YOUR LETTER IS NOT SELECTED. REMEMBER I FEEL AS BAD
ABOUT IT AS YOU.
FROM CANADA....HARRY BILLARD, VE8CB, is on the lookout for other RSARS members on
the freq's 14160, 21300 and 28600 and uses a SB101, SB220, SB610, SB600,
SB630, SB640 combination to snare the rare DX. The antenna is a TH6DXX on top
of a 50ft tower. Reckon there should be no problems having a QSO with Harry using
that little lot. Harry has the number RSARS 708. QTH INUVIK, NWT.
WALES…………....Congratulations are in order for our man in Anglesey, Mr. H. W. Powell (690),
who was awarded the Imperial Service Medal by HER MAJESTY QUEEN
ELIZABETH II. The award was made for Meritorious service after the completion
of nearly 30 years service with the RCT fleet at Portsmouth. Very well done, may
your retirement be a long and happy one and congratulations for being rewarded as a
result of a job well done.
Nigeria……………..Mike Dransfield (139) in his last letter from the 5N2 QTH, asks if the fact that
he operated four different calls from the same spot; ZD2JKO, 5N2JKO, 5N2AAF,
and 5N5AAF, counts as some kind of record. I DON'T KNOW MIKE, NICE TO
HAVE YOU HOME ANYWAY, AND AWAY FROM ALL THOSE NASTY
PILE-UPS. CU SN ON 80 MEBBE,,,,?
Staffordshire…….....Mr. R. S. Worton (249), asks if any member in our 800+ membership,
remembers the work of the 1st SPECIAL AIR SERVICE, the SPECIAL BOAT
SQUADRON, THE LONG RANGE DESERT GROUP and THE GREEK SACRED
REGIMENT. If some of our Young Uns do remember such units, they may like to
drop 2571115 R.S. Worton a line at his CANNOCK QTH.
New Zealand………Mr. R.S. Banks 673/ZL1AUI, suggests that the cost of postage of Mercury to DX
stations is added to the subscriptions of those stations, and continues "I feel that
Mercury is the most interesting publication of its kind…….helps those located in far
flung outposts of the Empire, to keep well up to date with the Society". WE LIKE
TO THINK SO TOO RAY.
WEMBLEY…….... Bill Corsham, G2UV/330, tells me that although he did not have a QSO with
ZC6AA (AUTUMN 69 MERCURY), before the last war, Bill did manage to have a
word with ZC6AQ in 1937, with ZC6FS in 1935 and with ZC6FF in 1934. Bill has
now been an Amateur Radio operator for 57, YES, FIFTY SEVEN YEARS and is
still active both on fone and key. GREAT BILL, I HOPE I AM AS ACTIVE
MYSELF IN MY FUTURE YEARS OF OPERATING, AS YOU HAVE BEEN.
HOPE I GET AS MUCH FUN OUT OF IT ALSO. YOU MUST BE OUR OLDEST
OM.
CALIFORNIA…..…John Neville, WA6CEB/557, lets us in on the mysteries of the Ex G Club
activities on 14⋅347 Mhz, every Sunday of the month. Mode is SSB and stations start
to check in around 1800 hrs GMT. Many members on the net are also RSARS DX
members, and now that this is known to our membership, it offers a good chance to
contact some stateside and DX members, and vice versa. LETS HOPE OUR UK
BASED OPERATORS WILL HAVE A GO BILL, G4RS WILL CERTAINLY
GIVE IT A TRY.
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SCOTLAND……….VS1AA, of VS1AA ANTENNA fame, Mr. J. Macintosh RSARS/107, currently
signing GM3IAA fra Bonny Inverness, is not quite in agreement with G3EYD on
the question of "A sounder operator can easily read a buzzer signal" (AUTUMN
1970 Mercury)....."that is quite erroneous....I should know because I was a GPO
trained telegraphist, rated as skilled and when I was transferred from Newport
Pagnell to the Wireless Training Centre at Diglis..... for about a whole day I could
make nothing of the Buzzer.….after a time the light dawned and we were able to
read and gain speed, but to begin with, that buzzer could have been sending
Turkish". (THE EDITOR, NOT BEING a "TWINKLE" AT THE TIME,
DECLINES TO GET INVOLVED……….hi).
**************************
SILENT KEY
It is with deep regret that we have to announce the passing of FRANCIS WILLIAM
th
McALLISTER, G3WNH, RSARS 485. Bill passed away on Tuesday 24 November at his home in
Chichester, Sussex.
G3WNH had for many years, been one of the most consistent check in stations on both the
DX and 80 metre nets, I personally having had many QSOs with Bill over the last 6 years. The
HQ Staff on behalf of our entire membership, send deepest sympathies to the XYL and family
of G3WNH, in both their and our loss. RSARS Number 485 will not be re-issued, but is to be
recorded as a Silent Key.

**************************

RELAXATION OF RULES - AWARDS PURPOSES.
A recent letter to the Society mentioned the problems facing some of our members who suffer from
physical disability. As it is normal procedure within most Societies, to allow certain rules to be
modified specifically to allow disabled or handicapped operators to take part to the full in any awards
programme, the question of such relaxation to our own RSARS AWARDS RULES was put to the
President, Brigadier A D Brindley MBE, FIEE, ADC. A letter sent by the MOD Sec. Capt. J. H. Lowe
on behalf of the President has been received at this HQ and contains the following text.
'I have spoken to the President and members of the Committee about your proposal to relax the
awards rules for members suffering from physical disability. We all are in agreement that a relaxation
of these rules are in order, and I will be drafting an amendment for the next copy of Mercury'
News on modified rules will be given out over the air on RSARS nets, and printed in a later edition of
Mercury, once such amendments are known.
+*+* +*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
BRAIN TEASER…..left behind by G3DPS.
Answer is elsewhere.
This 'Black Box' is a little different from the well-known aircraft variety, in that it contains certain
components, the value and type of which, can be found out from knowing the following facts. (1). The
box has two terminals. (2). When 50 volts DC is applied, a current of 2 amperes flows. (3). When the
box is connected to a 100 volt 60 cycles source, the current is 12 amperes and the power is 1200
watts. (4). When connected to a 151 volt 400 cycles source, the current is 10 amperes.
And the question……?
Simply draw a circuit diagram of the components inside the box, giving each a label and value.
*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+ GOOD LUCK +*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+ GET CRACKING +*+* +*+*+*+*+*+*
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OUT OF THE PAST by RSARS 111.
This is the first of a short series of stories based on true incidents which took place during and since
the war. Though not completely about amateur radio, the Hero is one of us and his many
involvements in radio generally, may make you smile. (Ed.)
'As he walked through the door I wondered where had I seen him before. One thing I did know was
that someone was going to 'COP' it. My mind ran back through the years, then I had it...the
workshops…..REME base workshops, somewhere up north during the war, about '41 or '42 and he
had been a gun fitter or something, but just a second, I'd better give you the whole story.....lets call the
hero JOE, its as good a name as any and somehow it seems to suit the chap.
Joe was sitting in the drivers seat of a Sherman Mk III idly scanning the compound, when into view
comes this 'ere squaddie' carrying a brand new tool box and sporting a cut price battle-dress, looking
as if he had stepped from a window in Saville Row, not a crease out of place and a perfect specimen
of what was known in those days as 'one of the Brylcreem boys'.
"Hey soldier" said Joe. "Yes", replied the young lad.
"Say soldier can...
"What do you think this is…..muttered the squaddie pushing forward his arm on which was
sewn the biggest sign of the 'Flying Arm-ole' ever to be seen.
"What's that" says Joe. "It means I'm a Radio Tech", said the lad.
"Just the chap I want to see" says Joe, "Have you got a piece of string?"
"String". "AYE Lad, String, I want to make an aerial."
"You're +@@@* barmy!" roared the tech.
"No, No" says Joe, taking hold of the blokes lanyard, he slipped it from his arm, climbed back
onto the tank and started to fasten it to the aerial input.
"Come on, jump to it, get up here and tie the other end to the tool box so there is a dip on the
string and we'll soon have some music" with that Joe disappeared into the tank, only to reappear a moment later. "It's no use man you will have to wet the end"
"Wet the.….".
Yes, wet the lanyard in that fire bucket, fasten it back and then jump in here" said our hero.
Well I must say, the radio feller was game and a couple of seconds later climbed into the turret.
"Now wise guy, this had better be good" he said.
Joe was sitting near the 19 Set and leaning over, flicks on the set, turns up the volume and
slowly moves the dials.
"Shush..." says Joe, then...then .. Yes, it was there.
"Germany calling…Germany calling..".
"+@#@#$ hell!" Joe tutted at the interruption "Here's Vera Lynn" and the strains of 'We'll meet
again' could be heard.
"Can you get the news" said the tech.
"......and today our troops were engaged..."
"The string, how does it work?"
"Ah" says Joe. "Its got to be wet and you shove it at a slight angle, then the radio waves get
caught and the result is that they slide into the input...."
"$@@## impossible!!!"
"What I cannot understand" say's Joe, looking puzzled, "Is the funny part about this"
"What??"
"Well, "muttered Joe, "there's no batteries".
"No ruddy batteries?".
"No, there are no bloody batteries!", said Joe.
"----***---- roll on, it's a sheer impossibility." And with that the Radio tech tears around, only
to find to his utmost dismay, an empty battery compartment.
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Looking around slowly, Joe shook his head, climbed out of the tank and disappeared in the direction
of the canteen. You know no one believed that radio wallah, though he wet that string time and time
again. One or two kindly suggested the MO, and it was not long before a suitable posting was found.
And of Joe? Strangely enough he didn't seem to be around any more. If one asked about him, "---oh
that chap, wasn't he posted, mmm, quiet sort of a chap". Now here he was back again in uniform after
all these years and not looking a day older.
Slowly he looked around the hut, gave the slightest nod, dumped his kit, muttered something about a
"cuppa tea" and left me with a strange feeling. Here he was again, this time with a 'Jimmy' in his cap.
During this camp and several others I heard the whole of his story, a tale which started in the infantry
and ended in the Royal Signals. In the next edition Joe becomes a Signaller in a well known infantry
regiment and is assigned to the butts.......the year...I940.
Mr. A. C. FROST, RSARS 111.
+*+*+* +*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
RSARS Cadet Section...by IAN JOLLY (605).
Ian sent along a large selection of CCF mail which he had received since taking over the CCF
Section of Mercury. Cadets are invited to drop a line to Ian (QTH inside front cover) with details of
equipment used and unusual Natnet happings. If space permits, I shall be pleased to print snippits like
the following, sent in to Ian from John, G3XYF. John's personal callsign on the CCF net is 79. He
runs a homebrew Geloso Tx to about 25 watts, with a Hallicrafters SX 101A on the amateur bands.
The gear for the Natnet is a homebrew Tx 807 PA, 807 VFO, (This boy sure has a stock of 807s..Ed.)
and the modulator from the Geloso Tx (EF86, 12AX7 and a pair of 6L6s). The rx is an Eddystone
730/4 and a CR 100.
The antennae are a G5RV (RSARS 795), a 90ft end fed and more recently, a trapped dipole. John
hopes to be able to join the Natnet soon using the School callsign 3B, using another homebrew Tx
which is being built by John and G5VO, (RSARS 052 ).
RSARS OPERATING AND LISTENING AWARDS
Have any CCF/ACF members qualified yet? Details of the awards appear regularly in the Mercury
and enable you to take an active part in the Society. Remember the Tuesday and Thursday evening
nets on 80 meters and 21380 Khz on weekday afternoons for the RSARS DX NET. Contests and
activity days are held on the last Sunday of each month. They all provide good times for catching
RSARS members on the air.
73s es gud Dx De Ian Jolly RSARS 605
+*+*+*+*+ *+*+*+*+* +*+*+*+*+*+* +*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The editor would like to acknowledge the following donations sent by our members and to say a
BIG THANK YOU to all those who show their practical appreciation of the work being done here at
the Headquarters, on their behalf.
From Bill, W3RX, RSARS MEMBER 649, a donation of $25, which helped to pay nearly all the
postage needed for the internal distribution of ""MERCURY". Bill Mansell, G2CPM, who sent us 400
used stamps for the RAIBC, as did RSARS No 690 Mr. H. W. Powell, GW5HUM.
Stamps were also donated by G3EJF, G3YSK, ZL1AUI, WA6CEB,G3WNI, and a last minute 10/by 9M2DQ.
A typewriter was donated by Mike Morphey, RSARS 057, and it is hoped to be able to get it on the
road in time to type out the next edition. Des Iles RSARS 651, sent us 10/- towards cost of Mercury
postage during the year. Many members sent in a Christmas card for the Staff at your HQ station, they
are on display around the club and will be taken down with due ceremony on 12th night. Many thanks
to you, one and all.
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A SHORT HISTORY OF THE CCF/ACF RADIO NETWORK…………by IAN JOLLY (35C)
With an increasing mention being made in Mercury of Cadet Force signalling, it is hoped that
this article will cast a little light on the past and present for those with little or no knowledge of the
Cadet Forces.
Signals are nothing new to the Cadet Forces. 1875 saw the formation of the Signals Section at
Marlborough College. During the following years up to the early 1930s signalling took the form of
semaphore and lamp signalling joined later by field telephone and Fullerphone.
Radio first made its appearance when Marlborough took out two amateur callsigns in the mid
1930s; G5AC was the static station at the College and G2MS was a mobile station (What about
reviving these stations?). From these two amateur callsigns under the guidance of the now legendary
Commander A.R. Pepin, Officer i/c Signals at Marlborough, appeared a number of cadets experienced
in building and operating radio equipment. Of particular interest were the 5metre 'walkie-talkie' sets
built and improved by the cadets. These sets were later purchased by the Army for use in the Middle
East. The cadets also built and designed VHF manpack set which had a vastly superior performance to
WS13 which the Army had just developed. Commander Pepin was awarded the MBE for his
contribution to Signals, both Regular and Cadet Force.
In 1938/1939 Commander Pepin started the Public Schools Network. Little is known of the
early history. Marlborough was the Control Station of the Network which operated CW only on one to
one links. Marlborough operated with the link signs of AOX and AOY; callsigns which were later
used by ex-operators from Marlborough when operating the 'underground' transmitters built in the
POW camps during the WAR. Other units on the Network believed to have included Christs Hospital,
Winchester, Rugby and Cambridge University OTC.
The frequencies in use were 1⋅8 Mc/s and 3⋅5 Mc/s. Most of the equipment was homebuilt.
Ralph Hill a cadet corporal at Marlborough in 1938 (and more recently of the Signals and Research
Development Establishment!) remembers the station at the Armoury, Marlborough. The Tx for 3⋅5
Mc/s was crystal controlled, CW only, consisting of a single oscillator driving a push-pull triode
neutralised PA. Input to the final about 100 watts. A similar set was built for 1⋅8 except the final used
parallel tetrodes not neutralised. The power supply was interesting, the 400 volts for the HT was
derived from 200 volts of accumulators in series with the town mains! (They were 220v DC in those
days). The receivers were Eddystone modified consisting of 1 RF, detector and 2 AF stages. No
official tests for operators existed but Commander Pepin insisted that cadets must be able to read
without mistakes, 10 minutes of commercial morse live from a receiver at about 20 to 25 wpm.
Unfortunately the outbreak of war meant the closure of the Network until hostilities ceased.
Even less is known about the years after the War. Apparently immediately after the War,
separate networks were started up in each of the UK Commands. Operation in CW only, was on
different frequencies in each command. As cadets from different commands met on courses or sports
fixtures etc., frequencies and callsigns were exchanged. G3IGG. A cadet signaller at King Edwards
Birmingham in 1947, remembers that they allocated themselves the callsign QEX for use on the
Northern Com. and 'Queen Easy' net. These unofficial intercommand nets later became recognised as
the CCF/ACF INTERCOMMAND RADIO NETWORK. The command nets lived on for some time
but gradually died out. Units operated at first on the command nets and when they became proficient
enough, operation was permitted on the Intercommand net.
The Natnet of today consists of some 200+ callsigns operated mainly by CCF units in Public
and Grammar Schools, Usually only about 10 to 15% of the stations are active at any one time. There
are also a few ACF units on the net. Other units with callsigns include R.N.C. Dartmouth, R.M.A.
Sandhurst, University O.T.C.s, Junior Tradesmans Regiments at Rhyl and Troon, 241 (Western
Command) Sig. Sqn. at Chester and last but not least 30 Signal Regt. at Blandford.
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The Networks operate on 13 spot frequencies between 2 and 8 Mhz. (Yes you are right - it’s the
tuning range of the good old 19 set!). There is also one spot frequency above 4 metres, unfortunately
not very active yet as it is a matter of building your own equipment. The 13 frequencies are split
between the Voice Network, The Telegraph (CW) network and the Meteorological Network. The first
two operate on a 24 hour basis (with very little traffic during the night!) whilst the MetNet functions
only for a short period at midday to give practice in maintaining a schedule with more formal traffic
i.e. Met reports in a simple standard layout.
Current military procedure is used on the Net and for this reason cadet operators must have
passed the basic test for an infantry signaller and be capable of CW at 6 wpm. A single callsign is
issued to each unit for use by all operators at that unit but personal callsigns are issued to the Network
Monitor Stations and certain specially qualified cadets, usually those with a GPO A licence.
Operation is limited to school or Army property except in the case of personal callsigns who may
operate from home if they possess a GPO A licence.
After the War when the Nets were reformed, came the first issue of equipment in the
complete WS12 senders/R107 receivers. Some of these still survive and WS12s are still occasionally
seen in REME workshops! The official issue has varied over the years and has included the Canadian
52 set, 19 and 62 sets, the current issue being the C12 transceiver and an Eddystone 730/4 as a high
grade receiver. One or two units use homebuilt sets operating within the 15 watt dc input to final
limit. Most other Army sets capable of transmitting within the range 2 to 8 Mhz are heard from time
to time.
Three competitions are run each year. The 3 week long voice competition tales place early in each
year when some stations manage to stay on the air for over 12 hours a day for the period of the
competition. The 24 hour 'Field operating' competition takes place around midsummer usually
attracting an entry of about 40 stations. In the autumn months many weird messages in cypher can be
heard during the CW competition which is only ten days long.
The Network also has its own QSL bureau run by G3VOO (G6AEJ/T to some!), for the exchange of
the familiar amateur type QSL cards. The QSL cards are eagerly collected by most stations and are
proof that the station contacted was genuine. As we operate outside the amateur bands using nonamateur procedure, it is quite usual to be joined by operators and stations from 'other networks' - the
operators usually wear an eye patch at these stations. However, it is unusual for these stations to stay
undetected for long.
That completes a brief insight into the CCF/ACF NatNet which is often being mentioned in Mercury
these days. If any RSARS members were connected with the Network either before or after the War, I
would be glad to hear from them any details of the Net that they can remember as I am trying to trace
the early history.
Ian Jolly

CCF/ACF

Callsign
RSARS 605

35C

+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
FOR SALE CHEAP.
FOR SALE CHEAP.
FOR SALE CHEAP.
Gordon Titchmarsh, the RSARS TREASURER, has a MOHICAN RECEIVER for sale. This
is an all band Rx by Heathkit and it is in almost brand new condition. The Rx is in perfect working
condition and is being offered for sale at the very fair price of £20. 0. 0. (Twenty pounds only).
ALL BIDS SHOULD GO TO GORDON, AT THIS ADDRESS.
WOII G. TITCHMARSH, SCHOOL OF SIGNALS, BLANDFORD CAMP, DORSET.
+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
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COAXIAL ADAPTERS BY G3VGN.
Most amateurs are aware that the inside thread of the old PYE Co-ax plug is the same as the outside
thread on the Belling-Lee plug body. Thus, if anyone still has Pye sockets, an easy adapter can be
made by screwing a Belling-Lee plug into the Pye plug. The central connection is so obvious, it is not
worth mentioning. Such solid adapters are more reliable than the more usual short length of coax with
a different plug each end. A more up to date adapter is handy with gear fitted with SO 239 (UHF)
sockets, such as National NCX5 and Hansen SWR Bridge. Materials required are as follows:
ONE "EAGLE" UHF Plug, (Type UFP 259), ONE Belling-Lee L616 through connector, 2 inches or
so of 16 SWG bare copper wire.
ASSEMBLY: Remove one circlip spring from the L616 connector (take care - its a finger busting
operation). Bend the turned out edge a little, i.e. form one turn of a right hand thread. With a solid
plug temporarily mounted in the other end of L616, solder the piece of 16 swg into the centre
connector. Without taking the cover off the Eagle plug, present the L616, with its piece of wire
sticking out, to the cable entry of the Eagle plug. Feed the wire into the pin of the Eagle plug and
screw the L616 into the cable entry thread.
It will be found to fit just fine. Screw up the L616 until its polythene centre rib butts firmly against
the back of the Eagle plug. Cut off the excess 16 swg and solder it into the Eagle plug pin, remove the
temporary plug from the L616 and there it is - a neat solid UHF to Belling-Lee adaptor. The Eagle
plug is recommended because it is cheap, it has a large cable entry with non-standard thread and it
isn't much use for anything else. By the way, the holes in the square flanges on MIL SPEC SO239s
are just right for a 4BA tap and the ditto holes on BNC (Bulkhead) sockets, are just right for 6 BA tap.
A through connector for PL259 plugs - can be made from two Eagle UFS239 sockets by removing the
back nuts, soldering the centre connections back to back with a little 16 swg and then connecting the
threaded shanks
I filed down the fixed flange and slipped a short piece of copper water pipe over, sweating it onto
the socket bodies. It looks neat and is cheaper than the 22/6 it cost me for a commercial adapter.
An "ODDBALL" adapter is the opposite of the L616 through connector. This time it requires two
Belling-Lee L734/P plugs, a piece of old ball-pen case and an inch or two of thin bare copper wire.
Take the screw caps off the plugs, remove the metal collets and saw off the turned-in part of one of
the caps to leave a short length of internally - threaded tube, solder the wire into one pin with the
excess sticking out of the back. Cut off sufficient ball-pen casing to hold the two pin mouldings apart
when the plugs are presented back - to - back. Feed the wire through the other pin, screw the cut-off
cap onto both plugs to hold them together. A clock-wise twist on each plug body tightens them up.
All that remains is to cut off and solder the (remaining plug) wire. Needless to say, the later, nylon
body, plugs are not much use for this one.
COPYRIGHT IS RETAINED BY MR. W. EASTON, G3VGN/434, 24, CASTLE RD , WHITBY,
YORKS. TO WHOM APPLICATION MUST BE MADE FOR PERMISSION TO REPRINT.
*****************************************************************
+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
Don't forget your subscriptions were due on the 1st January 1971 and if you have not paid yet for this
year, this will be your last "MERCURY".
+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
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THF DIPOLE SAGA.
More letters/ideas coming in with every mail delivery, on the subject of the best method of feeding a
dipole. A few of the novel ideas are reprinted for your perusal. The writer of the initial letter on the
subject, Eric Lawrence, G3BIC/402 says the following points might be of interest to those who decide
to adopt my suggestion of feeding a dipole or multiband dipole with twin using a balun at the TX end.
During recent tests I found that by using the home-brewed G3HZP balun at the TX, I obtained results
as stated in an earlier letter i.e., reduction of SWR and TVI. Now I feel prompted to report that the
G8KW balun gave identical results. On 80, 20 and 10 mtrs little more than 1 : 1, but on 15 mtrs the
SWR was 2 : 1, not bad compared with the SWR figures using coax and no balun.
However, the 'Hi-Gain' balun used in this method gave alarmingly higher SWR than when the dipole
was fed with coax. The 'Hi-Gain' balun is physically produced for mast mounting to feed trapped
multi-element beams - perhaps this has some bearing on the results, I don't know! I did mention
earlier that I live about 1 mile from the Sutton Coldfield Television transmitter, and one might expect
TVI problems here to be a piece of cake - it isn't. The signal is strong, so strong in fact that cross
modulation is foul (I even get a good picture from the wife's electric cooker!!), (!! Ed.). Feeding my
dipole as described together with the following H.P. filter (Fig. 1) at the TV set, effected a 100% cure
of my TVI and that of G5LJ.

¾" length of ⅜" diameter ferrite rod can be broken off a stick of ferrite by filing a circle round the
rod with a triangular file. A sharp tap will then effect a clean break. No resonating of the coils appears
necessary. The components can all be mounted on Veroboard and slipped into an emptied electrolytic
can. The short length of coax is poked through a hole in one end and a coax socket mounted on an
aluminium disc which is secured at the open end of the can. Line the can with paper before insertion
to eliminate the possibility of component contact with the can interior.
(COPYRIGHT RETAINED BY G3BIC/402).
******************************************
Continuing the never-ending saga of the dipole, further information is gleaned from a letter sent by
EVAN, G5YN RSARS 40. Evan writes, 'I would like to add a few comments to the very interesting
article and discussion on feeding a dipole aerial. From the electrical and efficiency point of view, it
appears to me that it makes no difference whether the aerial is fed with coaxial cable with the balun at
the aerial or with 72 ohm twin feeder with the balun at the transmitter. I would suggest that it is purely
a matter of preference end engineering.
The point I wish to make is that a dipole feed with a matched-non resonant-feeder is a one band
aerial. Only at the frequency for which the aerial is cut to be an electrical half wavelength long will,
(a) Provided the aerial is a quarter wavelength or more above ground,
(b) The centre impedance approximates to 72 ohms,
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(c) The match to 75 ohm feeder be good,
The SWR be low and the efficiency high.
At any other frequency, the reverse will be the case.
NOTE. The centre impedance of a dipole one-eighth wavelength above ground, (e.g. an 80 mtr dipole
at 33ft) is only about 30 ohms.
Even in the case of a 7mcs dipole working on 21mcs a good match will not be obtained, as the
length of wire required to resonate at one and a half wavelengths is not the same as that required to
resonate at one half wavelength. As few of us have space in our gardens to put up a separate dipole for
each band and also are not content to work on one band only, the answer is to make the aerial plus
feeder tuneable.
The length of the aerial LAE, is normally made a half wavelength at the lowest frequency on which
it is required to operate. In my own case, LAE is 66ft. I use a 180 ft end fed long wire for top band
and eighty mtrs. The reasons for this, although part of the story, would make this letter too long. The
feeders are made of the same material as the aerial and are spaced six to nine inches at three to four
foot intervals, with strips of ¼ inch diameter rods of
insulating material. Polystyrene or perspex will do.
YOU COULD EVEN USE THE BARRELS OF OLD
BIC BIROS.!!!!! The length of the (Lp) feeders does
not matter. Make them whatever length is necessary to
bring them tidily into the shack. Changes of direction
should not be too sudden. Two of 45 degrees are better
then one of 90 degrees.
The whole system, aerial plus feeder, is then tuned to
resonance by the ATU. The adjustment of this is fully
described in my article "The How and Why of the
Reflectomcter".
The whole system can be tuned to any frequency for
which Lf + LAE is ¼ wavelength upwards. The radiation efficiency will fall once LAE falls much
below a half wavelength at the working frequency. This type of feeder also has the advantage of being
cheap, very low loss, compared with coax it is very light and is of quite low wind resistance.
COPYRIGHT RETAINED BY G5YN. SIR EVAN Y. NAPEAN. RSARS 040
+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
FURTHER TO OUR JY1 OF THE LAST EDITION.
It just goes to show you can't keep a good man down. Bill Begg, RSARS/624 and also SWL/CHC
461 in his spare time, managed to obtain a couple of first time personal bests by capturing first of all,
the coveted HEARD ALL BRITAIN SILVER AWARD, which only one other has ever been issued.
This was for 1,019 Areas credited. The second achievement was not only to hear but also to get a QSL
card from KING HUSSEIN OF JORDAN, currently signing JY1 from the Jordanian Capital of
AMMAN. Bill heard the King in QSO with a US station and sent off his own Short-wave Listener
Card direct to the King in Amman. Just over one month later Bill received the personally signed QSL
card of JY1, showing a map of Jordan and the Roya1 coat of arms. This feat was recognised by the
local press, when a picture of Bill holding the QSL card was published by the local paper in Bill's
Inverness QTH.
The Rx in use at SWL/CHC 461 shack is now an AR88D with 130 ft of wire strung up from the
antenna socket. Bill says "..... Have logged some FB DX but apart from MP4TDA, have heard no
RSARS activity....... during the November Contest various forays on the different bands produced..
wait for it...ONE just ONE RSARS contact.…".
(NEVER MIND BILL, RSARS ACTIVITY WILL NEVER BE AS RARE AS THE JY1 ….HI)
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AN APPEAL TO ALL MEMBERS…..FROM CANADA
"My station, VE3DDR, has faithfully checked into the 21∙380 net, sometimes as often as 6 times a
week." So writes Dennis Ratcliffe, RSARS 319, from his QTH in Ontario, Canada. He continues ".…
I usually check into the net between the times of 1200 - 1400 hrs GMT. My total contacts with
different members numbers is 96 in almost 2 years of checking into the HF net. I have almost worked
the magic number for an overseas member of 100 different membership numbers. May I offer some
thoughts and comments, for a change in the Award rules.
That the members callsign be recognised, not the members number, because it is just as hard to work
a member in DL, as it is when he is a G stn, especially when you are 2500 miles away, also more
often then not, it is the most active stations that go from G to a Home posting in DL land.
(agreed...Ed.).
Let me show you some of my contacts;
Example A.
G3NKO, Ron also as GM3NKO and GI3NKO and DL5XF, count as 1 point.
Example B.
G3VIY, Ray also as DL5YT AND VS9ARV and VS9KRV and VS9HRV. These
count as 2 contacts.
Example C.
DA2YW, Maurice also as VS6AA AND VS5MC counts as 2 points.
Here I had 12 contacts with members in different countries, but counts as only 5 for the award.
Two remarks come to mind. A line in MP4TDA's letter, (published in the Summer 1970 edition.
Ed.) states, QUOTE "January went by and I made some 120 contacts" UNQUOTE, and a line in
Mercury under the heading LF NET, QUOTE "This has meant that quite often the Net has consisted
of over 30 sub stations" UNQUOTE.
When may I expect these conditions that allow for 120 contacts in one month and 30 different
stations on during one net.??? The bands open up here at about 1230 hrs GMT and by that time most
of you in Europe have had 4 or 5 hours of band openings to the east.
So may I say to the members, Pse check the 21∙380 and 21∙180 QRGs between 1200 and 1400
GMT. I would appreciate a contact with YOU. My thanks to the regular chaps who check in each day,
Ray MP4TDA, G4RS with Colin, G3HWL Les and G3YBO Roger and several others. Thanks for the
FB chats that we have had.
73 Dennis Ratcliffe. VE3DDR, G3FCL, DL2QD.
Editors comment. I think that most members of the society will agree with some of the points brought
out in the letter from Dennis. The most striking comment is that which points out, that having worked
12 countries, Dennis can only claim 5 points towards his award total. It would appear, in that case,
that it is easier for overseas members to obtain DXCC, than it would be for him to get sufficient
contacts for the Special award. You may even agree that this is exactly as it should be. I think the
main point is that, any slackening of the rules for the RSARS awards would tend to make them too
easy to obtain and consequently, the interest in these 'Sheepskins' would fall off and may eventually
lead to even less members checking into our nets.
All the awards can be won, given opportunity, openings, and willingness by all members to
participate in our RSARS net activities.
145 award holders (including 4 overseas 'Specials') can't be wrong, but all are asked to turn their
beams, or what have you, in the general direction of VE whenever you get the chance. (THANK YOU
DENNIS FOR MANY FB QSOs. Ed.).
**************************************
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JAMBOREE ON THE AIR, AT 85 DEGREES…….MP4BST
Just six days after the hatching of the idea, Josh Wort, MP4BIR, the first President of the newly
formed A.R.A.B, (AMATEUR RADIO ASSOCIATION BAHRAIN), and several members of that
worthy organisation, formed up in convoy to depart on the first stage of our scheme to put the Bahrain
Scouts on the air for J.O.T.A (13th Annual Jamboree on the Air) 1970.
A detachment from Field troop of 255 Signal Sqn led by L/Cpl FORD with L/Cpl Willis and TG
OPS PARRY, MORSE, SMART (ED) and BAIN, turned up at the RV point on time and reported
smartly that he was at our service. Indeed, we owe him a great deal as erecting a 48ft mast with a 16ft
ground plane whip on top in such adverse conditions as we were to find, would not have been possible
without a well trained professional team.
Time had been short, each amateur scrounging gear on his own - and successfully. We moved off
with more than duplicated everything - three generators, five drums of three core, two 48 and 30ft
masts and enough feeder to have stayed home in the shack. Cadging prize to Josh whose popularity
with erstwhile friends now vy QSB…HI.. At the camp of 1st MANAMA Scout Group in Bahrain's
stony desert, atop a small bare hill, wind gusted to 35 knots as 7 struggled to hold down the operating
tent, while scouts socked steel pegs into unyielding rocky ground. Masts erected, the ground plane up
topside and tasks completed, we paused for a (nother) beer. At 85 degrees, with sandblasted bodies
and dust-filled eyes, we realised how practical the Bedouin dress.
"MP4BAHRAIN SCOUTS TESTING" produced OZ7 at S8 and the pile-up began. Scout-erected
Marconi aerial for 40 mtrs, a multiband dipole and the TA33SR were all used to good effect during
the next 33 hours of continuous operating, the G.P proving its worth under 'contest condx', when
given a good sky-hook and a clear take-off. MP4BFO's Sommerkamp FT250, so handy for this type
of work, was joined next day by TOM's (MP4BHH) complete MP4QBK dxpedition kit and an RA17.
Helped by frantically logging and QSL - writing Scouts, we worked 75 countries and 86 of the 400
QSOs were with other scout stations. Next year we will complete the 48 hours, so look out for
"A.R.A.B, WORKS DXCC". This result more then doubles last years result. It could not have been
done without the help of the Royal Corps of Signals.
+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.
CONTEST ACTIVITY by G3TAN.
Total number of logs received for the Jubilee Contest....TWO REPEAT TWO. If no further logs are
received by press time for the next edition of Mercury, Plaques will be awarded to MP4TDA
(Overseas) and G3HWL (Home) as winners.
SSB PHONE CONTESTS.…Logs received, FOUR. Winner is G3WMZ, with GW3GHC a close
second (one point). Only ONE log received so far for 98 points for the SNOWBALL Contest, this was
from GM3PIP.
CW CONTEST...(12 WPM). Only two logs received. Am waiting one further month before declaring
winner.
Well, as you can see, your participation in the contests is poor to say the least. Whether you
appreciate it or not, two operators (268 and 123) were present at G4RS for the 12 hours of each
contest. Are we wasting our time? It would appear so as the response from our 800 plus membership
is pretty poor.
Any future contests organised by the HQ stn, will depend upon response to these notes. If you are
NOT interested, or, if you ARE, then write in to me, THE CONTEST MANAGER, and we will
supply what YOU, the membership, want.
+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.
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TREASURERS CORNER
The treasurer would like to thank the following Annual members for their 1971 subscriptions.
Will they please accept this as their receipt.
RSARS NUMBERS: 038, 151, 159, 167, 187, 194,225, 230, 231, 299, 304, 310, 318, 341, 393, 407,
435, 454, 484, 505, 530, 551, 574, 594, 599, 607, 608, 613, 614, 636, 642, 658, 677, 683, 690, 697,
710, 713, 715, 720, 728, 731, 732, 739, 740, 746, 753.
The following members converted to life membership: 349, 524, 586, 646, 692.
It would be appreciated if all dues were paid direct to the Treasurer, either by cheque or postal
order, both of which should be crossed and made payable to ROYAL SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO
SOCIETY. Please clearly mark your envelopes with the word Treasurer, and enclose a S.A.S.E. if a
receipt is required. Thank you for your continued support . Good DX in '71.
THIS ISSUES MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD MAD LETTER
And it comes from our immediate past Gen. Sec., Jack Cooper (090) who, delighted with getting
away from all the HQ Station pressures and strain, sent the following humorous note from his new
QTH in DL land.
Dear Mr Editor.
As a fully paid-up member of the R.S.A.R.S. I feel that I must protest. I have always been under the
impression that the Autumn edition of Mercury was due on the 1st October. It is now 0003 hours 1st
October 1970, and I have not yet received my copy. Although I appreciate that the postal services are
not all that could be desired, I feel that if my copy is not here by breakfast time, I shall have no
alternative but to refer the matter to the Human Rights Committee, The South Downs Preservation
Society and the Peoples Dispensary for Sick Editors - in that order. To try and justify this entirely
unacceptable delay with such excuses as pressure of work is grossly, well. unacceptable, as it is a well
known fact that to be an Editor one has to be completely mad and mad people don't work. If lack of
copy is the reason, I am prepared to submit material based on "The problems of Equipment
Integration" or, "Back Street Bars I have known in Singapore", whichever is the sooner.
If distribution is a problem, may I suggest that a condition of membership is that all members
maintain a RTTY station and G4RS prepares "Mercury" on tape, and, by boosting the power to 30 kW
(to ensure a clear channel), provides up-to-date copy to all members with the minimum of delay. An
interesting, and possibly profitable, sideline would be for G4RS to provide surplus RTTY equipment
to all members at an exorbitant price. The profit from this venture could be used for the purchase, by
the HQ station, of 100 Baud equipment, thus ensuring even faster delivery of "Mercury" to members.
This would also mean that all members would need new, high speed receiver equipment and G4RS
could, once more, cash in on this and perhaps, with the profits, purchase 400 Baud equipment. The
possibilities are endless.
Regarding the 80 metre net. I have several times attempted to join this net by getting somewhere
near the frequency and shouting "Break, Break, Break". So far, all that has happened has been a
member come back to me enquiring "What's broken"?? My equipment here is only average,
consisting of a Galaxy Mk VXXII, driving a 5 kW Linear (well almost), and it is located in the attic (I
find that the Post Office types do not like climbing ladders).
Perhaps I should stop using VS2AA when calling into the net, and although my receiver dial reads
3912, I am sure that I am somewhere near the net frequency, in fact I had a QSY request from a
station signing "BTV". I take it that this was G3BTV although I can't find him on the list. It could be
that I misread BTM, after all, the calls are very similar.
I hope that the above will be of interest,
75, (or is it 72s)
X.B.R, Unei-Eskwire.
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